
1Symmetry - Harmonic Oscillators to Quantum DotsB.G.WybourneInstytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernikaul. Grudzi�adzka 5/787-100 Toru�nPoland1. The Concept of Symmetry.2. Groups and the Monster.3. How do things Scale?4. Why do Dinosaurs have small heads?5. The Classical 1-dimensional Harmonic Oscillator.6. Degeneracy in Quantum Mechanics.7. The Hydrogen Atom.8. The Isotropic 3-d Harmonic Oscillator.9. Applications of Harmonic Oscillators in Physics.10. Dynamical Groups in Physics.11. The Dynamical Group for N-particles in a Isotropic Three-Dimensional Harmonic Oscillator Potential.12. In�nite Sets of States.13. Modelling Many-Particle States.14. Some Experimental Demonstrations Concerning Symme-try in Physics.15. Back to the Future.What an imperfect world it would be if every symmetry was perfect



2 Examples of Symmetry 1Continuous Rotational Symmetry
Permutational Symmetry
Similarity Transformation

How would you like to live in Looking-Glass House,Kitty? I wonder if they'd give you milk in there?Perhaps looking-glass milk isn't good to drink?Lewis Carroll | Through the Looking Glass



3Examples of Symmetry 21. Circular symmetry.2. Spherical Symmetry.3. Continuous and Discrete Symmetries.a. Additive and multiplicative quantum numbers.b. Reections and Rotations.Symmetry and Conservation Laws1. Symmetry is always tentative and requiring experimentalveri�cation.2. Every symmetry is associated with an impossible exper-iment. If you succeed with the experiment you fail thesymmetry.3. The wonderful discovery of Emmy N�oether ( 1905).4. Every Conservation Law is associated with an ImpossibleExperiment.Anything that happens, happens.Anything that, in happening, causes something else tohappen, causes something else to happen.Anything that, in happening, causes itself to happen again,happens again.It doesn't necessarily do it in chronological order, though.| Douglas Adams Mostly Harmless London: Heine-mann (1992)



4 Types of Symmetry GroupsFinite Groupsa. Number of group elements is �nite.b. Number of Representations is �nite.c. Dimension of representation matrices is �nite.Examplesa. Symmetric groups S(n).b. Finite sets of rotations.c. Monster Group (smallest representation � 191; 000) (num-ber of elements � 1054).Compact Lie Groupsa. Number of elements in�nite.b. Number of unitary representations is in�nite.c. Dimension of representation matrices is �nite.Examplesa. SO(3) � SU (2) in Quantum Theory of Angular Momentum.b. SO(4) Degeneracy group of hydrogen atom.c. SU (3) Degeneracy group of the isotropic 3-d harmonic os-cillator.d. E(8) Coding theory, String theories.e. SU (6); SO(6); SO(5) Interacting Boson Model of nuclei."Anyone who believes that exponential growth can con-tinue inde�nitely in a �nite world is either a madmanor an economist"Prof. Kenneth Boulding (economist)



5Non-Compact Lie Groupsa. Number of elements is in�nite.b. Number of unitary representations is in�nite.c. Dimension of non-trivial unitary representations is in�-nite.Examplesa. SU (1; 1) Interferometry.b. Sp(6; R) Dynamical group of the isotropic 3-d harmonicoscillatorc. SO(4; 2) Dynamical group of the hydrogen atom.d. Sp(4; R) Quantum Optics"When a thing was new, people said, 'It is not true'. Later, whenits truth became obvious, people said, 'Anyhow, it is not important'and when its importance could no longer be denied, people said,'Anyway, it is not new'". (William James, philosopher)



6 How big is the Monster group?Number of elements of group � 1054Suppose a supercomputer counts at 109=sec. How long willit take to count to 1054?Number of seconds required = 1054109 = 1045One year � 3� 107 seconds.Number of years required � 1038.Age of the universe � 1010 years.Thus time required is � 1028 times the age of the universe!OR Suppose each element of the group is associated with onemolecule of a gas at NTP. How big a volume of gas isrequired?ANSWER A sphere of radius � 100 light seconds.Recall light from SUN takes � 500 seconds to reach us.Thus sphere has a radius of 15 of the distance betweenSUN and EARTH!Jonathan Swift and Gulliver's Travels (1726). Concerningthe Liiliputians, Gulliver records "... his Majesty's math-ematicians, having taken the height of my body ... and�nding it to exceed theirs in the proportion of twelve toone, they concluded from the similarity of their bodies,that mine must contain at least 1724 of theirs..." [BUT 12x 12 x 12 = 1728 NOT 1724]



7Changes of Scale in PhysicsArea of a circle Ao = �r2Area of the surface of a sphereAs = 4�r2Volume of a sphere Av = 43�r3Why do small animals have a higher rate of metabolismthan BIG animals?small animal BIG animalHeat Lost by a SphereHeat content of a Sphere / 1rCONCLUSION: Small animals lose heat, relative to theirsize, faster than large animals and must metabolise foodquicker as observed. Babies are more sensitive to thermale�ects than adults.Making a simple task look like an occult pursuit is adevice used by professionals and experts in all walksof life| Fred Plisner, Gravity is getting me down(1994)



8 The Simple One-Dimensional Harmonic Oscillator1. The Symmetry Group of Newton's Equation of MotionIn appropriate units the Newton equation of motion isd2xdt2 + x = 0 (1)The Newton equation depends only on the two variables (x; t).What changes in x and t can we make while still leaving the formof the equation of motion unchanged?What about x ! ax? Leaves Eq.(1) form invariant. Cor-responds to a change of scale.What about t! t+ a? Leaves Eq.(1) form invariant. Cor-responds to a time translation.What is the symmetry group of the complete set of suchpoint transformations?The Lie group associated with point transformations thatleave Newton's equation of motion invariant is the non-compact group SL(3; R).Our question is, why snowakes in their �rst falling before they are entangledin larger plumes, always fall with six corners and with six rods, tufted likefeathers. There must be some de�nite cause why, whenever snow begins tofall its initial formations invariably display the shape of the six-corneredstarlet{ J. Kepler The Six-Cornered Snowake, (1611)



9Group Problems1. In order to implement a group solution to a problem onemust be able to compute the following :a. Kronecker products of irreps.b. Symmetrised powers of irreps.c. Branching rules.d. Dimensions of �nite irreps.e. Casimir invariants.f. Matrix elements of group generators.2. Computing with non-compact groups raises special prob-lems, since the unitary irreps are usually of in�nite dimen-sion. This means that expansions must have a cuto�.What can be more like my hand or my ear than their reections in a mirror?And still the hand in the mirror cannot substitute for my real hand{ Immanuel Kant



10 States of an Isotropic Three-Dimensional HOIn�nite Mp(6) TowerSO(2,1) Multiplets



11States of a Hydrogen AtomIn�nite SO(4,2) TowerSO(2,1) Multiplets



12 In�nite Sets of States1. Quantum systems (as with Classical systems) are com-monly associates with in�nite sets of states.a. Single particle in an isotropic 3-d harmonic oscillatorhas an in�nite set of discrete states.b. Hydrogen atom has an in�nite set of discrete states aswell as continuum states.c. These states span an in�nite Hilbert space.2. The discrete states in the above two examples span �nitedimension unitary representations of their respective de-generacy groups, SU(3) and SO(4).a. The irreps [n; 0] of SO(4) are of dimension n2.b. The irreps fn; 0g of SU(3) are of dimension n2 (n + 1).Dynamical Groups1. A Dynamical Group contains the degeneracy group as asubgroup and the complete set of states span a single ir-reducible representation.2. Among the generators of the Degeneracy group are oper-ators that allow one to ladder between the complete set ofstates associated with an arbitrary set of degenerate statesBUT not between states belonging to di�erent represen-tations of the degeneracy group.3. Among the generators of the Dynamical group are opera-tors that allow one to ladder between states belonging todi�erent representations of the degeneracy group.4. The Dynamical group is necessarily a non-compact group.5. For the H-atom the dynamical group is SO(4; 2) � SU (2; 2).6. For the isotropic 3-d harmonic oscillator the dynamicalgroup is the metaplectic group Mp(6) which is the coveringgroup of Sp(6; R).7. Can we construct a dynamical group for a many-particlesystem?



13Quantum Dots and Many-particle Systems1. A quantum dot involves the con�nement of N electrons intwo or three dimensions, commonly by electrostatic �elds,over a nano-metre scale.2. The con�ning potential is parabolic to a good approxima-tion.3. The quantum dot behaves like a N�electron atom withouta nuclear core.4. In an atom the con�nement length is small and kineticenergy tends to dominate over the potential energy.5. In a quantum dot the con�nement length is very muchlarger and the two contributions are roughly the same.6. The quantum dot involves N identical particles (electrons)con�ned to d spatial dimensions (d = 1; 2; 3). Experimen-tally N = 1; 2; : : : ;� 60 electrons.7. Electrons can be added or subtracted one at a time.Other Con�nement Problems1. Con�nement of Quarks in hadrons. c.f. MIT bag model -solve Dirac's equation in a spherical container. Bag pres-sure and radius enter as parameters.2. Nucleons in a nucleus. Nucleons con�ned in an isotropic 3-d harmonic oscillator potential with nucleons having quan-tised motion about the centre-of-mass.



14 The Dynamical Group of Mesoscopic Systems1. Assume the Hamiltonian of the N�particle system is afunction of the coordinate and momentum operators ofthe individual particles.2. The coordinate and momentum operators obey the usualHeisenberg commutation relations.3. Bilinear combinations of these operators are constructedthat close under commutation.4. The dynamical group so constructed is the metaplecticgroup Mp(2Nd), the covering group of the non-compactSp(2Nd;R) group.5. The entire set of N�particle states span the fundamentalirrep ~� of Mp(2Nd).6. Under the reduction Mp(2Nd)) Sp(2Nd;R)~�)< 12(0) > + < 12(1) >Subgroup Structures1. The group Mp(2Nd) contains an extensive subgroup struc-ture as shown on the next transparency.2. The various subgroup structures may be each given a phys-ical interpretation.3. Each subgroup structure is associated with a particulartype of classi�cation of the N�particle states.4. A key problem is to be able to follow the decomposition ofthe ~� irrep as one proceeds through an appropriate chainof groups.5. The irrep ~� includes spurious spin states that must beeliminated to maintain the Pauli exclusion principle.



15Group-Subgroup structure appropriate to quantum dots



16 Sp(18; R)) Sp(6; R) � O(3) Branching Rules< 12(0) >)< s1; (0) > [0] + < s1; (12) > [1]# + < s1; (2) > [2]+ < s1; (31) > [3]# + < s1; (4) > [4] + < s1; (51) > [5]#+ < s1; (6) > [6] + < s1; (71) > [7]# + < s1; (8) > [8]+ < s1; (91) > [9]# + < s1; (10 ) > [10 ] (1)< 12(1) >)< s1; (1) > [1] + < s1; (13) > [0]# + < s1; (21) > [2]#+ < s1; (3) > [3] + < s1; (41) > [4]# + < s1; (5) > [5]+ < s1; (61) > [6]# + < s1; (7) > [7] + < s1; (81) > [8]#+ < s1; (9) > [9] + < s1; (10 1) > [10 ]# (2)O(3)) S(3) Branching RulesO(3) ) S(3)[0] f3g[1] f3g + f21g[2] f3g + 2f21g[3] 2f3g + 2f21g + f13g[4] 2f3g + 3f21g + f13g[5] 2f3g + 4f21g + f13g[6] 3f3g + 4f21g + 2f13gStates transforming as f21g under S(3) have spin 12 whilethose transforming as f13g have spin 32 . States transforming asf3g are spurious and must be eliminated.O(3) states [n]# branch to the conjugates of the S(3) irrepsfound for the branching of [n]. e.g. [0]#) f13g.



17Table 1 Some Sp(6; R) Plethysms
< s; (0) > 
f2g = < 1; (0) > + < 1; (4) > + < 1; (8) >+ < 1; (12 ) >< s; (0) > 
f12g = < 1; (2) > + < 1; (6) > + < 1; (10)g >< s; (1) > 
f2g = < 1; (2) > + < 1; (6) > + < 1; (10 ) >< s; (1) > 
f12g = < 1; (12) > + < 1; (4) > + < 1; (8) >+ < 1; (12 ) >< s; (0) > 
f3g = < s1; (0) > + < s1; (4) > + < s1; (6) >+ < s1; (8) > + < s1; (91) > + < s1; (10 ) >+ 2 < s1; (12 ) >< s; (0) > 
f21g = < s1; (2) > + < s1; (4) > + < s1; (51) >+ < s1; (6) > + < s1; (71) > + 2 < s1; (8) >+ < s1; (91) > + 2 < s1; (10 ) >< s; (0) > 
f13g =< s1; (31) > + < s1; (6) > + < s1; (71) >+ < s1; (91) > + < s1; (10 ) >< s; (1) > 
f3g = < s1; (3) > + < s1; (61) > + < s1; (7) >+ < s1; (9) >< s; (1) > 
f21g =< s1; (21) > + < s1; (41) > + < s1; (5) >+ < s1; (61) > + < s1; (7) > + 2 < s1; (81) >+ < s1; (9) >< s; (1) > 
f13g =< s1; (13) > + < s1; (41) > + < s1; (61) >+ < s1; (81) > + < s1; (9) >

v�ll



18 Three-particle statesFor three particles in an isotropic three-dimensional har-monic oscillator the dynamical group is Mp(18) whose fundamen-tal irrep ~� decomposes under restriction to Sp(18; R) as~�!< 12(0) > + < 12(1) > (11)Then under Sp(18; R)! Sp(6; R) � O(3)< 12 (1) >! < s1; (0) > [0] + < s1; (12) > [1]#+ < s1; (2) > [2]+ < s1; (31) > [3]#+ < s1; (4) > [4] + < s1; (51) > [5]#+ < s1; (6) > [6] + < s1; (71) > [7]#+ < s1; (8) > [8]+ < s1; (91) > [9]#+ < s1; (10 ) > [10 ] (12)< 12 (1) >! < s1; (1) > [1] + < s1; (13) > [0]#+ < s1; (21) > [2]#+ < s1; (3) > [3] + < s1; (41) > [4]#+ < s1; (5) > [5]+ < s1; (61) > [6]#+ < s1; (7) > [7] + < s1; (81) > [8]#+ < s1; (9) > [9] + < s1; (10 1) > [10 ]# (13)Once you enter the world of science or mathematics orphilosophy, endless plains open around you. The moreyou learn, the more fascinating the whole thing becomes| Colin Wilson, Voyage to a Beginning, 1968



19Determination of Spin StatesThe spins associated with these representations can befound from a knowledge of the O(3) ! S(3) branching rules. Therelevant branching rules are given in Table 2. Note that to obtainthe branching rule for [n]# one simply replaces the S(3) irreps bytheir conjugates.Table 2. Some O(3)! S(3) branching rules.[0]! f3g[1]! f21g + f3g[2]! 2f21g + f3g[3]! f13g + 2f21g + 2f3g[4]! f13g + 3f21g + 2f3g[5]! f13g + 4f21g + 2f3g[6]! 2f13g + 4f21g + 3f3g[7]! 2f13g + 5f21g + 3f3g[8]! 2f13g + 6f21g + 3f3g[9]! 3f13g + 6f21g + 4f3g[10 ]! 3f13g + 7f21g + 4f3gEvery e�ort has been taken to present the mathemati-cal developments in this chapter in a comprehensiblelogical sequence. But the nature of the developmentssimply does not allow a presentation that can be fol-lowed in detail with modest e�ort: the reductions thatare necessary to go from one step to another are oftenvery elaborate and, on occasion, may require as manyas ten, twenty, or even �fty pages. In the event thatsome reader may wish to undertake a careful scrutinyof the entire development, the author's derivations (insome 600 legal-size pages and in six additional note-books) have been deposited in the Joseph RegensteinLibrary of the University of Chicago.|S. Chandrasekhar, The Mathematical Theory of BlackHoles



20 Use of Sp(6; R) PlethysmsThe three-particle states can be equivalently found fromthe use of the Sp(6; R) plethysms given in Table 1. The even paritystates must arise from(S = 12) < 12(0) > 
f21g+ < 12(1) > 
f2g < 12(0) >+ < 12(1) > 
f12g < 12(0) > (13)(S = 32) < 12(0) > 
f13g+ < 12(1)
 f12g < 12(0) > (14)while for the odd parity states they arise from(S = 12) < 12(1) > 
f21g+ < 12(0) > 
f2g < 12(1) >+ < 12(1) >< 12(0) > 
f12g (15)(S = 32) < 12(0) > 
f13g+ < 12(0)
 f12g < 12(1) > (16)To weight 10 we obtain the following even parity states(S = 12 ) < s1; (12) > + 2 < s1; (2) >+ 2 < s1; (31) >+ 3 < s1; (4) >+ 4 < s1; (51) >+ 4 < s1; (6) >+ 5 < s1; (71) >+ 6 < s1; (8) >+ 6 < s1; (91) >+ 7 < s1; (10 ) >(S = 32 ) < s1; (12) > + 2 < s1; (31) >+ < s1; (4) > + 2 < s1; (51) >+ 2 < s1; (6) >+ 3 < s1; (71) >+ 2 < s1; (8) >+ 4 < s1; (91) >+ 3 < s1; (10 ) >while for the odd parity states we obtain(S = 12 ) < s1; (1) > + 2 < s1; (21) >+ 2 < s1; (3) >+ 3 < s1; (41) >+ 4 < s1; (5) >+ 4 < s1; (61) >+ 5 < s1; (7) >+ 6 < s1; (81) >+ 6 < s1; (9) >(S = 32 ) < s1; (13) > + < s1; (21) >+ < s1; (3) > + 2 < s1; (41) >+ < s1; (5) > + 3 < s1; (61) >+ 2 < s1; (7) >+ 3 < s1; (81) >+ 3 < s1; (9) >



21Some References1. Wybourne B G 1974 Classical Groups for Physicists(New York:Wiley)2. Rowe D J, Wybourne B G and Butler P H 1985 J. Phys.A:Math. Gen. 18 9393. King R C and Wybourne B G 1985 J. Phys. A:Math. Gen.18 31134. Rowe D J 1985 Rep. Prog. Phys. 48 14195. Haase R W and Johnson N F 1993 Phys. Rev. B48 15836. Wybourne B G 1994 Rept. Math. Phys. 34 99. Wybourne B G 1992 J. Phys. A:Math. Gen. 25 438910. Macdonald I G 1979 Symmetric functions and Hall Polynomials(Oxford: Clarendon)11. Kepler, J 1611 The Six-cornered Snowake12. Sloane, N. A. "The Packing of Spheres", Sci. Amer.13. McLellan A. G. 1976 The Classical Thermodynamics of De-formable Materials (Cambridge: CUP)People have now a-days, got a strange opinion that ev-erything should be taught by lectures. Now, I cannotsee that lectures can do as much good as reading thebooks from which the lectures are taken. I know noth-ing that can be best taught by lectures, except whereexperiments are to be shewn. You may teach chym-istry by lectures. - You might teach making of shoes bylectures!| Samuel Johnson, February 1766 : see Boswell Life ofJohnson, London (1791)



22Some Experimental Demonstrations Concerning Symmetry in Physics1. Chiral Symmetry and ApplesTwo inequivalent halvings of apples2. Cubic and Hexagonal PackingWhich is the denser packing?3. Are Rotations of 2� and 4� equivalent?a. The M�obius Stripb. A Cup of Waterc. Rotation of Triangle4. Spontaneous Symmetry BreakingLectures were once useful; but now, when all can read,and books are so numerous, lectures are unnecessary.If your attention fails, and you miss a part of a lecture,it is lost; you cannot go back as you do upon a book.| Samuel Johnson, 15th April 1781 : see Boswell Lifeof Johnson, London (1791)



23Tewnty Four and Twenty FiveTake 24 identical coins and arrange them in a 6 x 4 rect-angle. Now rearrange them in such a way that 25 coins �ll thesame rectangle.

... face-centred-cubic packing, which is familiar to chemistsand crystallographers; it �lls just over 74 percent ofthe volume of space. As far as anyone knows, it is thedensest packing that can be achieved.I am sorry to report, however, that this den-sity has never been mathematically proved tobe maximal. The least upper bound on the den-sity obtained so far in 1958 by C. A. Rogers ...proved that no packing of spheres can have adensity greater than about .7796.| N. J. A. Sloane, The Packing of Spheres Sci. Amer.



24 Handedness and Two ways of dividing an AppleAs an illustration of handedness consider the cutting ofan apple into two equal halves. Our normal solution is to cut theapple with a single vertical cut to produce two symmetrical halves.There is another way to create two equal halves. First make avertical cut to half way down, that is to the equator of the apple.Now turn the apple upside down and rotate it through 90o andmake a second vertical cut to the equator. Now make a horizontalcut to the centre of the apple along the equator starting at thepoint on the equator where one of the vertical cuts and cuttingalong the equatorial line for 90o or, equivalently a quarter turn.You have a choice as to the direction you rotate your knife! Nowrotate the apple to the position on the equator of the other verticalcut and make a second cut along the equator for 90o moving inthe same direction as the �rst horizontal cut. As long as you havebeen careful cutting to the centre of the apple your apple shouldseparate into two equal halves. Now take a second apple andrepeat the process but this time for the two horizontal equatorialcuts make the opposite choice you made when cutting the �rstapple. Now we have a further two halves of an apple. Can you�t a half from the �rst apple to a half of the second apple? Youcertainly could have if you had made the traditional cutting ofthe apples. What is the di�erence?



25Question TimeIf you look at the history of 20th century physics, youwill �nd that the symmetry concept has emerged as amost fundamental theme, occupying center stage in to-day's theoretical physics. We cannot tell what the 21stcentury will bring us but I feel safe to say that forthe next ten or twenty years many theoretical physi-cists will continue to try variations on the fundamentaltheme of symmetry at the very foundation of our the-oretical understanding of the structure of the physicaluniverse.| C. N. Yang. Chinese J. Phys. 32, 1437 (1994)The only questions worth asking are the unanswerableones| John Ciardi, Saturday Review (1973)To every complex question there is a simple answer andits wrong!| H. L. Mencken


